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M E M O R A N D U M  

 

DATE: January 27, 2016   

TO: Council  

FROM: Jason Didden 

SUBJECT: Marine Recreational Information Program Update - MRIP 

 

Recently a question was posted on a fishing bulletin board asking about the differences between MRFSS 

and MRIP (http://www.stripersonline.com/surftalk/topic/636830-mrfss-versus-mrip/).  I posted a 

response, which led to this agenda item for a brief update on MRIP.  Below find a summary of my 

response as background.  NMFS highlights differences (see Catch, Effort, Estimation, Calibration tabs) 

at http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/recreational-fisheries/MRIP/Differences-Between-MRIP-and-MRFSS.  

At the Council meeting I will review these briefly and field questions – it would also be very helpful to 

get input on what the Council would like in terms of additional MRIP information/outreach.     

Part 1 – MRIP is more about an aggressive and ongoing research program to identify and make 

improvements than any one change.  Since 2008, there have been 100+ projects nationally, many 

completed and others ongoing (https://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/pims/#view=public_projects).  Some changes 

have already been made to how recreational catch is sampled/estimated, some changes are pending, and 

current/future research is likely to suggest that additional changes are appropriate in the future. 

Part 2 – One early change occurred when it was determined that the unequal probabilities of assigning 

different sites for dockside/catch interviews were not correctly accounted for.  The data is now properly 

weighted based on the selection probabilities for the different sites - some species saw catch estimate 

differences between MRIP and MRFSS, others did not; there was not a consistent trend across species.  

Part 3 – The dockside catch survey was re-designed for 2013: The list of fishing access sites was 

updated (http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/recreational-fisheries/data-and-documentation/site-register); all 

parts of a 24-hour day are now sampled (so differences between trips that end during the day vs. night 

are accounted for); and survey staff must go only to their assigned sites so that the probabilities of 

sampling sites/anglers can be properly accounted for.  Effective in 2016 all the east coast states will be 

conducting the dockside catch survey rather than NMFS contractors and state subcontractors, which 

should further improve consistency in samplers/sampling. 

Part 4 – While the dockside catch survey tracks catch per trip, the phone survey tracks trips/effort.  

MRIP is transitioning to a mail-based effort survey.  The mail survey has a much higher response rate, 

covers all anglers (including those without landline telephones), and uses state license data to sample 
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more efficiently.  The effort numbers coming out of the mail surveys are much higher than with the 

phone surveys.  The two are being run side-by-side for 2015-2017 so that the data can be calibrated, 

used to create new historical time series, and incorporated into assessments before being used in catch 

accounting in 2017/2018.  It is likely that the revised recreational historical time series will not be 

“locked-in” until the middle of 2018 (this may impact management action timelines).  See 

http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/Assets/recreational/pdf/MRIP%20FES%20Transition%20Plan%20FINAL.pdf.    

Part 5 – There are a variety of projects involving self-reporting.  Things seem headed toward using 

electronic logbooks for a census of for-hire catch (everyone reports) but completeness, compliance, and 

validation are key issues.  To get to where MRIP can certify a method for using for-hire electronic 

logbooks, there’s follow-up work going on related to the pilot studies done in the Gulf 

(http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/Assets/New-MRIP/newscasts/2013-5-

9%20Newscast_Electronic%20Logbook%20Pilot%20Study.pdf).  In terms of private anglers, using  

opt-in data from them (via phones for example) is prone to bias because people who participate tend to 

be the most avid anglers – their data will mis-estimate (probably overestimate) total catches.  The 

Council conducted a workshop on this issue (http://www.mafmc.org/workshop/volunteerself-reported-

angler-data-workshop).    

Part 6 – What does management need? Once we move to an all-mail effort survey, most (but not all) 

statistical issues should be addressed (an upcoming NRC review will re-evaluate MRIP).  There is still 

the question of how much should be spent on sampling to get a given level of precision?  Or on the other 

hand, what kind of management approaches should be used if we’re only going to get a particular level 

of precision?  For commonly-caught species (e.g. summer flounder) the numbers should be pretty good 

at current sampling levels if you want a coast-wide annual number.  However, if you want state-level 

information at smaller time increments or for less encountered species, the only way to have a tight 

estimate from a survey is to increase sampling ($).  Increasing coverage (Wave 1, tidal rivers, rare event 

species) and shortening data turn around (1-month waves) are other management need issues that would 

require additional resources.  The Council will be involved with ACCSP as it develops an MRIP 

Regional Implementation Plan to identify regional needs and priorities for data collection. 

There will never be enough funding to have every wave/mode/area sub-estimate be precise – you will 

always be able to find some sub-estimate that looks odd.  But the nature of statistics says that some sub-

estimates will be high and some will be low, and the big picture can still be precise.  For example, 

nationwide polls mirror presidential election results quite 

well (http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/2012/president/us/general_election_romney_vs_obama-

1171.html, http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/2004/president/us/general_election_bush_vs_kerry-

939.html), but estimating how Delaware votes from the 5-6 Delawareans in one of those nationwide 

polls will be highly imprecise.  The same is true with MRIP – you can get precise overall information 

but if you try and narrow things down too far, estimates can become highly imprecise, for example May-

June 2015 Delaware summer flounder catch from shore along the ocean (which happens to have a 

confidence interval from 0 to over double the estimate).  A survey won’t do what it’s not designed to do, 

and it probably doesn’t matter that we can’t meaningfully estimate catch at such a fine scale.  Total 2015 

Delaware summer flounder catch should be good to ± 29%, and total 2015 Greater Atlantic region 

summer flounder catch should be good to about ± 12%.  The bigger the unit, the more precise the 

estimate because there are more samples and the high/low sub-estimates cancel each other out. 
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